Weinberger: I'm a software engineer. I write programs, infrastructure stuff mostly. I'm working on tools for processing various kinds of logs created by internal software. I'm not working on security directly, but a lot of what we do is affected by security and privacy concerns. As a result of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, most companies now create a lot of logs to verify what code they're running, and [show] how people work with internal data.
Also, I spend a lot of time reading code. At Google, you can't check in code without it being reviewed and approved by a peer, so if you work with productive people, there's a lot of code to review.
S&P: What are the biggest technology challenges for Google today?
Weinberger: Scale is the problem. Our business grows rapidly. That means every year, a lot of the technology decisions made a year ago don't look so good any more. Exponential growth is a very pleasant problem but requires a lot of work.
S&P: Is Google running on Linux today, and is that helping you manage the scale challenge?
Weinberger: The servers are Linux. My desktop is Linux, but we, like most companies, have a lot of Windows desktops. And some engineers use Mac laptops. I think Linux is helping as well as anything could with the scale. It does make the boxes less expensive.
S&P:
Localized search has been a big effort in the industry for a while now. Why is this so hard to pull off, technology-wise?
Weinberger: My uninformed opinion is that it's mostly a data problem. For example, walk down the street and you see that local stores turn over all the time. Who's going to keep track of all that information? I don't know a way of keeping up with it. It's intrinsically complicated today.
In the old days, when the phone company was a monopoly and everyone had a phone, the phone company knew where everyone was, but only told you once a year. That's not so useful today. Also, public database information is very hard to get from regular search. There's a lot of information in those databases today. For example, if you wanted to know who the oldest person on your street was, that's not an answer you can get from search engines today. And it would be data from the last census anyway. That's a lightweight example, but there's a whole class of these things.
What else do you want from search?
Weinberger: The other thing I'm looking forward to would be good search from my cell phone.
And one question that keeps coming to mind when I search and come across a foreign language site is how a search engine could understand it better. Let's say I search on "Athens population." For several reasons, I'm unlikely to get a translation of an official Greek government site, which might have the most authoritative information. It's a hard problem to solve. It's not clear that it's impossible, it's just not clear how good a job you could do. It's not going to happen within the next few years. The problem is really serious the other way, for people who don't read one of the Web's major languages.
S&P: Earlier in your career, what inspired you to work on the AWK programming language?
Weinberger: At the time, I was in a group that worked on database projects, and the research guys were looking to build a Unix utility that did some database work. We decided to do some kind of report generator. We produced AWK to break each line of code into fields. A design goal was that we wouldn't have to explain the syntax to anyone.
At roughly the same time we Weinberger: It all started because Tom Duff decided the part of my hair matched the white spot on the AT&T logo. The first time I saw the picture in public was pretty striking.
It was done around a time when I had just been promoted and was a little nervous. I was having my first meeting with someone outside of research, and I looked out the window and there it was on one of the water towers. Another time, we had a meeting in the auditorium in Bell Labs. At some crucial point, a large number of people held up paper masks with the picture on them. What can you do at a time like this? Take it well and enjoy it. Most of the time I found it funny. I'm pretty sure that a picture made with little magnets is still in the building. 
